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Spring calls for a fresh start. It’s a time of release where you can shake off winter’s cobwebs, declutter 
your space, and open it up to a world of new possibilities – some of which you may never have even 
thought of. And that’s where we come in. 

This PR kit features simple, smart, and effective solutions that are designed to maximise your home’s 
potential, giving you the freedom to take back control so you can focus on what really matters most  
– be that family time, exploring a new passion project, or simply finding moments of calm knowing 
that everything is exactly where it needs to be.

From clever ways to turn a basement into a vlogging studio to quick tricks for decluttering kitchen  
and bathroom drawers, we’d like to invite you to see your home in a new light. Are you ready?

Step out of the chaos
and into your home 
sanctuary
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How to turn lost spots 
into hotspots
Your home is brimming with opportunities, if only you could see 
it. That wasted corner that hides in the shadows? It could easily be 
transformed, you just need to have a lightbulb moment (aka some 
IKEA inspiration) to realise its true potential.

This solution will help you uncover hidden possibilities in the home.  
By simply turning unused spaced into smart favourites, you’ll be  
able to see your home in a new – and more organised light. 

May the treasure hunt begin.

PH183174.jPg New IVAR cabinet with sliding doors 79,-/each 004.943.94   BILLY bookcase with glass-doors 149,- 404.662.66
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PH183481.jPg

Go above and beyond with shelving and storage by 
turning unused space around doors into an at-home 
library. Prefer to keep things minimal? Use the IVAR 
sliding door to hide everyday clutter.

Creative clutter? Maximise 
space above units with our 
MULIG rail to keep it neat 
and tidy. Even if the space is 
shallow, it’s an opportunity.

PH183175.jPg

New IVAR cabinet with sliding doors 79,-/each 004.943.94

BILLY bookcase with glass-doors 149,- 404.662.66
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PH183020.jPg NISSAFORS trolley 19,99 404.657.33  New DRÖNjÖNS magazine file 6,99/2 pack. 205.153.43

Create a mini storage sweet spot on wheels by making 
the NISSAFORS trolley part of the main attraction. 
It’s the perfect set-up for your favourite books, as well  
as fun nick nacks and important documents. The best 
part? You can make all these things come to you.
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PH183068.jPg

Ready for spring? Us too. But play it safe by keeping 
warmer layers, like knitwear, coats and waterproof 
footwear close at hand – just in case. With the OMAR 
shelving unit, you’ll be ready for all weathers, come  
rain or shine. 

Maximise that empty nook 
in your hallway with savvy 
storage that flexes with the 
seasons. Got kids? Give them 
their very own TROFAST 
tray to make organisation 
personal – and fun.

PH183067.jPg MULIg clothes bar 4,99 301.794.35  TROFAST wall storage 33,99 798.983.06  OMAR shelving unit 9,99/each 304.830.73

OMAR shelving unit 9,99/each 304.830.73   TROFAST wall storage 33,99 798.983.06
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PH183226.jPg

When the weather is constantly changing, you  
need all types of footwear, which can get messy.  
Enter HEMMAFIXARE: neat stroage for muddy  
trainers or your favourite boots – just unzip them  
when the right moment, or outfit calls. 

The space underneath 
staircases provides endless 
opportunities when it comes 
to maximising storage 
options. Seasonal clothes  
and decorations? Keep them 
here, ready for rainy days. 

PH183019.jPg MULIg clothes bar 4,99 301.794.35  HYLLIS shelving unit 11,99 304.283.26

New HEMMAFIXARE shoe box 9,99/2 pack. 405.039.14
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It’s what’s on 
the inside that counts
This solution explores turning hidden storage into something that 
makes you smile on a daily basis. Because we all know that being 
organised feels good, even if it’s behind closed doors – and drawers.

Do you love your clothes? Make sure you do them justice by organising 
them beautifully with our PAX wardrobe system, as pictured here.  
Just note: you’ll want to play dress up every day.  

PH183484.jPg PAX/HOKKSUND wardrobe combination 643,- 693.958.67
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PH183482.jPg New HEMMAFIXARE storage case 9,99 905.039.16

We all know spring weather can be unpredictable  
– who hasn’t been caught in a downpour before?  
Be prepared and keep warmer layers just a zip away  
so you can stay one step ahead of the forecast.

You take pride in your 
appearance – so make sure 
that your favourite wardrobe 
pieces get the same level of 
attention. How? By storing 
them neatly with love and 
care. 

PH183483.jPg KOMPLEMENT box 8,- 104.040.53  KOMPLEMENT box 10,- 404.057.77
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PH183042.jPg New SALUDINg basket, set of 2 6,99 705.031.87  gODMORgON box with lid, set of 5 9,99 504.002.70

Do you feel like you can never find what  
you’re looking for? Contain bathroom clutter  
(and minimise unnecessary stress) with neat 
baskets and storage containers that not only  
look good, but make you feel good, too.  
Think calm on the inside, sleek on the outside.
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PH183039.jPg New UPPDATERA pegboard drawer organiser 10,- 604.600.08

Meal times can be stressful,  
especially when there’s multiple  
mouths to feed. Take the pressure  
off by storing the essentials with  
clever organisers and smart  
lighting. Satisfaction, guaranteed.



PH183296.jPgNew DRÖNjÖNS wall storage with hooks 14,99 505.156.38

Find your flow
We lose time and energy searching for lost items every day:  
think keys, wallet, headphones, hair ties – the list goes on.  
What if you could win back time by making a few smart and  
simple organising updates?

Enter DRÖNJÖNS. Make lost post a thing of the past with  
this clever wall storage – it has everything you need to keep 
documents safe and your keys hanging right where you  
can see them. 

12
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Admire your reflection – and your organisation with  
the GRIMSTORP mirror. Thanks to its neat shelf, you can 
store your favourite makeup, hair ties and everything  
else that you would otherwise frantically be searching for 
when you’re in a rush. 

PH183295.jPg New gRIMSTORP mirror 44,99 904.911.26



Leave space  
for what you love
Didn’t think you could rollerskate in the house?  
Think again. Any space can be transformed, even the smallest  
of studios – you just have to think outside of the box and get 
clever with storage. Then, the sky really is the limit.

PH183100.jPgPLATSA bed frame with 4 drawers 458,- 893.264.63  New BURVIK side table 19,99 805.130.01

14
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PH182970.jPg New LUMMERVÄXT duvet cover and 2 pillowcases 24,99 605.121.11   
New DRÖNjÖNS storage box 9,99 405.154.98

If you’re lacking space for what you love, we’ll help you 
make it happen. See how DRÖNJÖNS fits perfectly into 
the open under-bed storage of PLATSA? It’s a simple 
and smart combination that’s also pleasing on the eye. 
Now to practise your skating skills... 

Mirror mirror on the wall... 
stack a few GRIMSTORP 
together and you’ll have the 
fairest, and smartest, one 
of all. Thanks to its handy 
shelf, it’s the perfect home for 
your favourite perfumes and 
accessories. 

PH182968.jPg New gRIMSTORP mirror 14,99 304.911.29
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PH182973.jPg New RÖNNINgE bar stool 75,- 905.112.33  BROR work bench 129,- 303.332.86

Quality time 
requires quality 
storage 

Getting the family together isn’t 
always easy. Enter our BROR 
island: it’s the ultimate prompt for 
gathering everyone around the 
table for puzzle time, plus you can 
neatly store everything you need 
underneath. Think comfy rugs, 
snacks, board games and more.
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PH183024.jPg New YUPPIENALLE holder for mobile phone 1,- 205.038.87

Tablet stands are always a good idea for maintaining 
focus. Keep the image you’re replicating in your puzzle 
on the screen – that way you can ensure it’s ready and 
waiting whenever you need a second look.

Feeling peckish mid puzzle? 
Store everything you need 
before you start in our 
RISATORP basket. That way 
you can keep the momentum 
going without letting hunger 
get the better of you.  
The question is, which snacks 
will you have? 

PH183021.jPg RISATORP basket 8,99 504.957.77
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Lighting is everything. It can change the mood  
and atmosphere of any space – and when it  
comes to concentration? It’s even more important.  
Enter SÖDÄKRA: bright, beautiful, and brilliant for 
puzzle time.

  

Ensure downtime is as distraction 
free as possible with this elegant 

TV bench. Its smart design ensures 
tidy cable management and the 

glass door is remote friendly, too 

New SÖDÅKRA pendant lamp 39,99 404.539.71PH183022.jPg

PH183023.jPg New RANNÄS TV bench with doors 299,- 305.067.53
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‘Not enough space’
is a state of mind
Feeling uninspired? Lacking space? Get your creative juices flowing 
again with these smart and unexpected storage transformations. 
Just use your imagination and believe that magic can happen.

Whether you’re looking for a zen working-from-home space or some- 
where calm to pursue your latest passion project, these solutions 
will show you how to maximise cluttered space and switch up your 
mindset. 

PH183179.jPg New TROTTEN cabinet with sliding doors and noticeboard 347,98 194.296.43
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PH183176.jPg New TjENA magazine file 2,99/2 pack. 105.117.41  New TjENA storage box with lid 4,99 805.117.47

Anything is possible if you get 
smart with storage. Sometimes it  
just requires thinking outside of the 
box, or in this case, your basement. 
Hooks, shelving, neat boxes – keep 
your clutter intentionally packed 
away and the results can be game-
changing. Not just for the room in 
question, but for your mind, too.
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PH183181.jPg New TjENA magazine file 2,99/2 pack. 105.117.41   
New TERTIAL work lamp light blue 12,99. 205.042.88

Office environments don’t have to be all work 
and no play. Adding colourful accessories like 
this TERTIAL lamp or our printed TJENA magazine 
folders will keep your space looking smart – 
and stylish at the same time.

Here’s three solutions that 
will make your storage office 
friendly: 1) TROTTEN shelving 
for easy access on both sides. 
2) TJENA boxes to make filing 
simple and colourful. 
3) Add a noticeboard so you 
can keep important notes and 
reminders visible at all times.

PH183180.jPg New TjENA storage box with lid 4,99 805.117.47
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PH183103.jPg KALLAX shelving unit 99,99 302.758.61  LUSTIgKURRE basket 9,99 304.573.28

Become the next 
vlogging sensation

Prefer to spend your 9-5 with  
a more creative outlet?  
We have a solution for that, too.  
This basement was originally  
used for laundry and now it’s  
set up as a makeup studio  
– ready for vlogging success.  
A hit? We think so.
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PH182921.jPg New KUggIS box with lid 2,- 605.140.30

How to set your space up for maximum vlogging 
success? Have everything you need neatly stored in 
one place – even better if it’s on wheels like this trolley, 
so you can roll it into shot whenever you feel inspired. 
These transparent KUGGIS boxes also ensure you can 
find your trending hero products in a flash.

Beauty comes from within, 
but great lighting helps, too. 
Cue the LÅNESPELARE light 
ring: it’s sturdy, adjustable, 
perfect for vlogging – and 
also comes as a set with this 
mobile phone stand. Selfies 
have never looked so good.

PH183105.jPg New LÅNESPELARE ring light with phone holder 34,99 105.143.58
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PH183047.jPg New TROTTEN storage unit on castors 39,99 004.747.63

How to master the work/life balance at home? 
Our double-duty TROTTEN storage is a great place 
to start. It can store all your workout essentials, and 
double-up as an temporary seat for your desk, too.

Need time and space  
to fit in a workout?  
Get smart with your storage 
and your office can also 
moonlight as a gym.

PH183048.jPg
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PH183050.jPg FREDVANg underbed storage/bedside table 39,- 104.936.38

This clever storage on wheels has other functions, 
too. Slide it out fully to discover the opportunity to 
create a relaxing at-home kit for books, throws, 
crossword puzzles and whatever else makes you 
feel cosy at home. It can also double up as a handy 
side table, too. 

FREDVANG is brimming with 
double-duty potential. Use it 
as a surface and storage for 
board games, sliding it back 
under the sofa and out of the 
way when you’re done.

PH183049.jPg
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PH183069.jPg SMUSSLA bedside table/shelf unit 29,99 904.694.89

Different seasons call for different storage solutions. 
In winter, SMUSSLA works brilliantly for keeping arts 
and crafts tidy and organised – right where you can see 
them. Come spring, flip it upright to keep kites, jump 
ropes and all other outdoor toys and activities neatly 
hidden away.

Just like your kids’ hobbies 
and passions, SMUSSLA can 
change in a flash. Shelving 
or an open storage box? 
You decide. 

PH183504.jPg
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It’s time to display
your passion
Got a thing for glassware? Perhaps you collect clocks from 
around the world to remind you of loved ones near and far. 
Whatever your personal passion, from the weird and the 
wonderful, it deserves pride of place in your home.

Here are some novel ideas to give you inspiration on how to 
display your passion loud and proud for all to see. Think sleek 
glass shelves, open storage that can be placed around doors 
and retro-inspired cabinets that are as characterful as your 
collector’s items. 

PH183052.jPg FABRIKÖR glass-door cabinet 149,- 804.601.25
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PH183106.jPg BROgRUND glass shelf 12,99 103.285.30

Glass on glass on glass. See what we did here? 
Retro-inspired tumblers and vases are placed on sleek 
glass shelves in front of a window – its eye-catching, 
bright, and a brilliant way to celebrate your expanding 
collection. 

Your personality deserves 
to shine, especially at home. 
Don’t hide away your colourful 
vase collection – give it pride 
of place in any room with 
open storage that ensures it 
catches the light at all angles. 

PH183051.jPg MOSSLANDA picture ledge 9,99 702.921.04  ENHET wall frame with shelves 30,- 804.489.68
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Create your own 
kind of order
How do you express yourself at home: maximalist, minimalist or 
somewhere in-between? There is no right answer, only endless 
inspiration to celebrate the looks you love – and it starts right here.

Perhaps you’re someone who loves to keep everything neat and tidy. 
Or maybe you sit on the other end of the scale with a more-is-more 
approach to home decor. We know that order is personal, so let’s  
make sure your space feels uniquely yours.

PH182978.jPg EKET wall-mounted shelving unit 70,- 494.352.23  New DRÖNjÖNS storage box 9,99 705.155.00
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PH182980.jPg New TjENA storage box with lid 2,99 505.117.44

You’re a magpie for bold colours and pretty things. 
Enter vibrant TJENA boxes and magazine folders that 
add to the main attraction of your space. Sharing with 
housemates? Have a box each. Being organised doesn’t 
have to be boring – it can be lots of fun.

The attention is in the detail. 
This is proof that even open 
storage can look chic and tidy 
– it’s how you present it. 

PH182979.jPg New EKET cabinet 12,50 005.108.55
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PH182983.jPg New DRÖNA box 3,99 105.134.05

Store seasonal items such as scarves, hats and 
umbrellas in DRÖNA. When they’re easy to reach  
in your hallway, you can ensure you’re ready  
for any eventuality – while keeping your space 
decluttered and calm. 

Lacking space for all your 
prized possessions?  
Extend your storage into the 
hallway and make it part of 
your minamlist mood. 

PH183186.jPg KALLAX shelving unit 44,99 503.057.39
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PH183070.jPg BROR shelving unit 145,- 592.829.98  New OLIVBLAD plant stand, in/outdoor 16,99 504.866.50

 
Got a thing for ceramics? 
Whatever your hobby or passion might be,  
discover the benefits of seeing where everything  
is at a glance. Open storage is a brilliant way  
to make your personal items focal points in any 
room – the perfect match for maximalists.
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PH183184.jPg New UPPDATERA pegboard drawer organiser 15,- 004.600.11

Some things are just too beautiful to be hidden 
away. Enter UPPDATERA: a pegboard that allows 
you to showcase your favourite ceramics and make 
them part of your decor. Attractive and useful.

Enhancing your space with 
attractive lamps such as 
TVÅRHAND is another way  
of celebrating self-expression  
at home. Maxi or mini,  
it might just be the key to  
having a lightbulb moment  
of inspiration.

PH183107.jPg New TVÄRHAND table lamp 9,99 905.108.94
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PH183026.jPg LILLABO Rail 7,99 303.637.25

This is child’s play stored the adult way. If seeing scattered 
toys and games leaves you feeling stressed, make 
organisation part of the fun with colourful baskets and 
trays that feel inviting for children – and calming for you.

Give your little ones a  
dedicated space of their own  
with clever and minimalist 
storage that matches your 
personal sense of order. 

PH183025.jPg BERgIg book display with storage 79,99 004.727.02
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Bring the spa to you
Nothing beats the feeling of winding down from a long day,  
running a warm bubble bath and wrapping yourself up afterwards  
in fresh, fluffy towels. And yet for most of us, this spa-like fantasy  
is hard to come by when you factor in daily clutter –and sharing  
with others.

Imagine if everything was smartly organised, from your favourite
skincare to laundry that’s neatly folded in a dedicated space? 
With these simple and transformational ideas, you can turn your 
bathroom into your very own at-home oasis. 

Ready to relax? We thought so.

PH182911.jPg gODMORgON wash-stand with 2 drawers 180,- 301.809.95  TÖRNVIKEN Countertop wash-basin 69,- 902.915.18 
TOLKEN countertop 40,- 503.547.01  BROgRUND wash-basin mixer tap with sensor 150,- 004.233.54
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PH182917.jPg New SALUDINg basket 9,99 905.031.86  New SALUDINg laundry basket 29,99 705.035.83

 

Keep your bathroom clean from clutter by  
creating your own dressing area using open 
storage and beautiful woven baskets.  
The secret is keeping towels and attractive  
bottles out on display to enhance the mood  
of the room, while hiding away any messy 
laundry or clutter. Simple and effective.
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Celebrate  
the little things
The kitchen is the hardest working room in the house. So why not 
show yours a new sense of appreciation with bold and bright storage 
solutions and accessories that will inspire you to cook up a storm, 
every single time.  

It’s all about getting creative with retro-inspired pots, pans and 
tableware in pretty pastel shades and of course, adding in some new 
and exciting recipes to get your tastebuds involved, too. 

PH182985.jPg New HEMLAgAD 6-piece cookware set 49,99 804.978.45
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PH182986.jPg New BESTÄMMA food container with lid 1,- 504.957.63   
New STOLTHET chopping board 9,99 305.128.10

Does meal prepping leave you feeling underwhelmed? 
Why not make it a celebration instead by updating your 
tupperware and chopping board – sometimes the little 
things make all the difference.

Cooking doesn’t have to be 
a chore. Revel in the joy of 
opening up a cabinet to find 
playful jars and accessories 
that inspire you to get creative 
in the kitchen. 

PH183027.jPg New RISATORP basket 8,99 505.200.84  New KORKEN jar with lid 2,50 305.159.98
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Product overview

New IVAR cabinet with sliding 
doors 79,- Solid pine. W80×D30, 
H60cm. 004.943.94

PE829498.jPg

gODMORgON box with lid, set 
of 5 9,99 PET plastic. Sizes: 1 box 
(L24×W20, H9.5cm, 3.8l), 1 box 
(L22×W7.8, H9.5cm, 1.2l) and 3 
boxes (L9.9×W7.8, H9.5cm, 0.5l). 
Smoked 504.002.70

PE768615.jPg

OMAR shelving unit 9,99 
Galvanised steel and plastic. 
W60×D25, H40cm. 304.830.73

PE797537.jPg

RASSLA storage with 
5 compartments 7,99 100% 
polyester. Designer: Jennifer 
Idrizi. W25×D40, H98cm. White 
504.213.38

PE690685.jPg

HYLLIS shelving unit, in/outdoor 
11,99 Galvanised steel. W60×D27, 
H74cm. 304.283.26

PE704408.jPg

MULIg clothes bar 4,99 Powder 
coated steel. Designer: Henrik 
Preutz. W60–90×D26, H16cm. 
White 301.794.35

PE727732.jPg

New DRÖNjÖNS wall storage 
with hooks 14,99 Powder 
coated steel. Designer: Johanna 
Jelinek. W30×D10, H43cm. White 
505.156.38

PE832322.jPg

KLYKET folding hook 
6,99/3 pack. Aluminium and 
stainless steel. Designer: Jordi 
López Aguiló. D8.5, H9cm. 
Aluminium/beige 505.035.98

PE819508.jPg

New UPPDATERA pegboard 
drawer organiser 10,- Fits a 60cm 
wide drawer. 24 pegs included. 
ABS plastic and synthetic rubber. 
Designers: S Fager/F Cayouette. 
W47.5×D50, H13.2cm. Anthracite 
604.600.08

PE811929.jPg

NEREBY container 3,- 80% 
cotton, 20% hemp. Designer: 
Charlie Styrbjörn. W8.5×D8.5, 
H23cm. 904.290.97

PE795928.jPg

TROFAST wall storage 33,99 Foil 
finish and plastic. Designer: Studio 
Copenhagen. L99×D21, H30cm. 
White 798.983.06

PE692229.jPg

New HEMMAFIXARE storage 
case 9,99 100% polyester and 
polypropylene plastic. Designer: 
David Wahl. L51×W34, H28cm. 
Striped/white/grey 905.039.16

PE831962.jPg

NISSAFORS trolley 19,99 Powder 
coated steel. Designer: Ebba 
Strandmark. L50.5×W30, H83cm. 
White 404.657.33

PE784257.jPg

New DRÖNjÖNS magazine file 
6,99/2 pack. Powder coated steel. 
Light green-grey 205.153.43

PE835631.jPg

LILLEPLUTT soft toy, cat 5,99 
Fabric: 100% polyester. Filling: 
100% polyester - hollow fibre. 
Designer: Ann-Cathrine Sigrid 
Ståhlberg. Grey/white 002.604.51

PE371748.jPg

New HEMMAFIXARE shoe box 
9,99/2 pack. 100% polyester and 
polypropylene plastic. Designer: 
David Wahl. W23×D34, H19cm. 
Striped/white/grey 405.039.14

PE831960.jPg

NEREBY rail 3,- Powder coated 
steel and clear lacquered solid 
birch. Designer: Charlie Styrbjörn. 
L60cm. 904.763.43

PE788575.jPg

BILLY bookcase with glass-doors 
149,- 1 fixed shelf and 4 adjustable 
shelves included. Foil finish, 
tempered glass and stained, clear 
lacquered oak veneer. Designer: 
Gillis Lundgren. W80×D30, 
H202cm. Grey-turquoise/white 
stained oak veneer 404.662.66

PE803735.jPg

New SALUDINg basket, set of 2 
6,99 Comprises: 2 handmade 
baskets in sizes L22×W10, H5cm 
and L22×W10, H9cm. Clear 
lacquered bamboo. Designer: 
Nike Karlsson. 705.031.87

PE834286.jPg

PLATSA bed frame with 
4 drawers 458,- Mattress is sold 
separately. Foil finish and powder 
coated steel. L243.9×W140.1, 
H162.6cm. Mattress size 
140×200cm. White/Fonnes white 
394.257.19

PE830619.jPg

PAX/HOKKSUND wardrobe 
combination 643,- Foil finish 
and high-gloss foil finish. 
W200.0×D66.0, H236.4cm. White/
high-gloss light grey 693.958.67

PE778788.jPg
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New SÖDÅKRA pendant lamp 
39,99 Birch veneer. Designer: 
Monika Mulder. Shade Ø45cm. 
404.539.71

PE843081.jPg

LUSTIgKURRE basket 9,99 Water 
hyacinth. W32×D33, H32cm. 
304.573.28

PE788098.jPg

New LUMMERVÄXT duvet cover 
and 2 pillowcases 24,99 80% 
cotton, 20% viscose/rayon. Duvet 
cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases 
L50×W60cm. Multicolour 
605.121.11

PE828670.jPg

BROR work bench 129,- Pine 
plywood and powder coated steel. 
L110×W55, H88cm. Black/pine 
plywood 303.332.86

PE682229.jPg

New LÅNESPELARE ring light 
with phone holder 34,99 
Dimmable. Built-in LED light 
source. Polycarbonate plastic, ABS 
plastic and powder coated steel. 
Designer: Jon Karlsson. H60cm. 
105.143.58

PE811368.jPg

New RÖNNINgE bar stool 75,- 
Tinted, clear lacquered solid birch 
and birch veneer. Designer: Maja 
Ganszyniec. W44×D39, H75cm. 
905.112.33

PE842221.jPg

New KUggIS box with lid 2,- 
PET plastic. W13×D18, H8cm. 
Transparent black 605.140.30

PE835605.jPg

KNAggLIg box 9,99 Untreated 
solid pine. W46×D31, H25cm. 
702.923.59

PE727899.jPg

RISATORP basket 8,99 Powder 
coated steel and layer-glued birch 
veneer. Designer: Wiebke Braasch.  
L25×W26, H18cm. Orange 
504.957.77

PE804885.jPg

New TjENA magazine file 
2,99/2 pack. Paper. Designer: 
Hanna Dalrot. W10×D25, H30cm. 
Patterned/pink 105.117.41

New TERTIAL work lamp 
12,99 Powder coated steel and 
plastic. Shade Ø17cm. Light blue 
205.042.88

PE835638.jPg PE822319.jPg

FREDVANg underbed storage/
bedside table 39,- Foil finish and 
particleboard. W59×D56, H18cm. 
White 104.936.38

PE808963.jPg

New KUggIS box with lid 4,99 
PET plastic. W18×D26, H15cm. 
Transparent black 005.140.33

PE835606.jPg

KALLAX shelving unit 99,99 
Painted finish. Designer: Tord 
Björklund. W147×D39, H147cm. 
White 302.758.61

PE702768.jPg

New DRÖNjÖNS storage 
box 9,99 Powder coated steel. 
W33×D37, H33cm. Light green-
grey 405.154.98

PE835623.jPg

New TROTTEN cabinet with 
sliding doors and noticeboard 
347,98 Powder coated steel 
and 100% polyester. W80×D55, 
H180cm. White 194.296.43

PE831821.jPg

New YUPPIENALLE holder for 
mobile phone 1,- Plastic, rubber 
and steel. Designer: Johan 
Frössén. W1×D8, H4cm. Grey 
205.038.87

PE831987.jPg

New TjENA storage box with 
lid 4,99 Paper. Designer: Hanna 
Dalrot. L35×W32, H32cm. 
Patterned/beige 805.117.47

PE835642.jPg

BROgRUND glass shelf 
12,99 Stainless steel and 
tempered glass. Designers: 
H Preutz/N Karlsson. W67×D11cm. 
103.285.30

PE727546.jPg

SMUSSLA bedside table/shelf 
unit 29,99 Painted particleboard. 
W35×D32, H59cm. White 
904.694.89

PE791191.jPg

New BURVIK side table 19,99 
Powder coated steel and layer-
glued birch veneer. Designer: 
Mikael Axelsson. Ø38, H45cm. 
Height including handle 78cm. 
Light grey-green 805.130.01

PE832781.jPg
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New EKENABBEN open shelving 
unit 49,99 Solid aspen and 
powder coated steel. Designer: 
Philipp Süssmann. W70×D34, 
H154cm. Aspen/white 804.878.13

PE835758.jPg

FABRIKÖR glass-door cabinet 
149,- Powder coated steel and 
tempered glass. Designer: Nike 
Karlsson. W81×D42, H113cm. Light 
yellow 804.601.25

PE770907.jPg

New DRÖNjÖNS storage 
box 9,99 Powder coated steel. 
W33×D37, H33cm. White 
705.155.00

PE835625.jPg

New KALLAX underframe 
15,- Fits KALLAX shelving unit, 
77cm wide. Powder coated 
steel. W76×D39, H18cm. White 
904.955.96

PE835540.jPg

New TVÄRHAND table lamp 9,99 
Bamboo and steel. H47cm. Black/
bamboo 905.108.94

PE834780.jPg

BROR shelving unit 145,- 
Powder coated/galvanised 
steel. W85×D55, H190cm. Black 
592.829.98

PE718506.jPg

New TjENA storage box with 
lid 2,99 Paper. Designer: Hanna 
Dalrot. L35×W25, H20cm. 
Patterned/yellow 505.117.44

PE835640.jPg

KLEPPSTAD wardrobe with 
2 doors 69,99 Foil finish and 
particleboard. W79×D55, H176cm. 
White 804.372.34

PE748781.jPg

DUKTIg 3-piece tea playset 
5,99 Comprises: 1 teapot, 1 sugar 
bowl and 1 milk jug in pastel 
colours. Stoneware. Coloured 
glaze. Designer: Jennifer Idrizi. 
204.999.89

LILLABO rail 7,99/10 pack. 
Complement to LILLABO basic 
train set. Solid beech. 303.637.25

PE803212.jPg

PE728814.jPg

New EKET cabinet 12,50 Foil 
finish and particleboard. Designer: 
Jon Karlsson. W35×D25, H35cm. 
Light green 005.108.55

EKET wall-mounted shelving 
unit 70,- Foil finish and 
particleboard. W70×D25, H70cm. 
White 494.352.23

PE830228.jPg

PE656431.jPg

New HEMLAgAD 6-piece 
cookware set 49,99 Comprises: 
Pot with lid 3 l and 5 l, saucepan 
1 l and frying pan dia. 28 cm. 
Aluminium coated with Teflon® 
Select, stainless steel. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. Light pink 
804.978.45

PE842357.jPg

New UPPDATERA pegboard 
drawer organiser 15,- Fits a 80cm 
wide drawer. 32 pegs included. 
ABS plastic and synthetic rubber. 
Designers: S Fager/F Cayouette. 
W67.5×D50, H13.2cm. Anthracite 
004.600.11

PE811934.jPg

KALLAX shelving unit 44,99 
Painted finish. W77×D39, H77cm. 
High-gloss white 503.057.39

PE702941.jPg

New OLIVBLAD plant stand, in/
outdoor 16,99 Powder coated 
steel and plastic. Designer: 
Mikael Axelsson. Ø45, H58cm.  
504.866.50

PE828336.jPg

New DRÖNA box 3,99 100% 
polyester and paper board. 
Designer: Paulin Machado. 
W33×D38, H33cm. Patterned light 
green/white 105.134.05

PE835618.jPg

New STOLTHET chopping 
board 9,99 Bamboo. Designer: 
Friso Wiersma. L35×W22, H8cm. 
305.128.10

PE837987.jPg

BERgIg book display with 
storage 79,99 Foil finish. 
W80×D43, H101cm. White 
004.727.02

PE783371.jPg

ENHET wall frame with shelves 
30,- Powder coated steel. 
W60×D15, H75cm. Anthracite 
804.489.68

PE769578.jPg

MOSSLANDA picture ledge 
9,99 Foil finish. Designers: 
M Warnhammar/A Fredriksson. 
L115×D12cm. Black 702.921.04

PE696314.jPg
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TÖRNVIKEN countertop wash-
basin 69,- Ceramics. Ø45, H14cm. 
White 902.915.18

PE748837.jPg

TOLKEN countertop 40,- 
Melamine foil finish. L82×D49cm. 
Marble effect 503.547.01

PE661623.jPg

BROgRUND wash-basin mixer 
tap with sensor 150,- Chrome-
plated brass. Designers: 
H Preutz/N Karlsson. H13cm. 
004.233.54

PE761685.jPg

gODMORgON wash-stand with 
2 drawers 180,- High-gloss foil 
finish. W80×D47, H58cm. High-
gloss white 301.809.95

PE621760.jPg

EKOLN toothbrush holder 
3,- Stoneware. Designer: 
Anna Efverlund. H11cm. Beige 
304.930.10

PE803149.jPg

New KORKEN jar with lid 
2,50 Glass, natural rubber and 
stainless steel. Ø12, H16.5cm. 1l. 
Patterned/light green 305.159.98

PE841289.jPg

New SALUDINg laundry basket 
29,99 Clear lacquered bamboo. 
Designer: Nike Karlsson. Ø40, 
H64cm. 50l. 705.035.83

PE834285.jPg

New VALLASÅN bath towel 7,99 
80% cotton, 20% viscose/rayon. 
W70×L140cm. Light grey/brown 
805.021.25

PE815199.jPg

New SALUDINg basket 9,99 
Clear lacquered bamboo. 
Designer: Nike Karlsson. Ø30, 
H22cm. 905.031.86

PE834284.jPg

New RISATORP basket 8,99 
Powder coated steel and layer-
glued birch veneer. Designer: 
Wiebke Braasch. L25×W26, 
H18cm. Pale blue 505.200.84

PE832052.jPg
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